STACKER DOOR

NSW SG SERIES

A272 FLY SCREEN HEAD & JAMB (OPTIONAL)

M003 FLY SCREEN ROLLER (OPTIONAL)

PRIMED REVEAL

A637 HEAD & JAMBS

C626 END CAP

A627 RAIL

A628 INFILL

M003 FLY SCREEN ROLLER (OPTIONAL)

A271 FLY SCREEN SILL (OPTIONAL)

SILL FLAP (OPTIONAL)

A636 SILL

M627 SLIDING PANEL ROLLER

Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Vertical Cross Section, illustrated with optional fly screen
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V18.2
Scale 1 : 2 @ A4, Horizontal Cross Section of 3-panel stacker door, illustrated with optional fly screen
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